24/7 Municipality Security Monitoring ensures your community is always protected against cyberattacks.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT SECURITY MONITORING

- GOVERNMENT-SPECIFIC SECURITY EXPERTISE
- SIMPLE MONTHLY PRICING
- EXTENSIVE THREAT KNOWLEDGE
- STATE-OF-THE-ART SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTER

DEDICATED TEAM CONSTANTLY ON ALERT TO DEFEND AGAINST THREATS

Local Government Security Monitoring gives you a dedicated team of the best security analysts, intelligence specialists and Cyber Navigators always watching for breaches, data tampering, and stolen identities that could compromise your city operations. Applying military cybersecurity best practices, the team is ready to immediately thwart attempted attacks to minimize damage and enable you to continuously serve constituents and maintain high confidence in city services.

Includes:

- 24/7 Threat Monitoring
- 1-800 Hotline
- Security Log Collection
- Network Monitoring
- Host Monitoring
- Vulnerability Scanning
- Darknet Monitoring
- Cyber Navigator Support

In addition to 24 X 7 X 365 Security Operations Center monitoring of your internal network, systems and devices, we also monitor the Darknet to detect unwanted activity early enough to effectively stop it. You’ll benefit from our knowledge of where to look to find stolen data that may already be for sale in underground cybercrime markets as well as our proven methodologies for identifying threat actors targeting your community. Every city or town also receives Cyber Navigator support to help you continuously improve your security and keep bad actors out.

CONTACT US TO SCHEDULE A DISCOVERY MEETING